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S1 SP-AMS measurements of rBC and non-refractory aerosol species

The SP-AMS was calibrated for refractory black carbon (rBC) quantification using size-
selected (300 nm), dried Regal Black (Regal 400R Pigment, Cabot Corp.) particles to
determine the mass based ionization efficiency of rBC (mIErBC) (Onasch et al., 2012; Willis
et al., 2014). The relative ionization efficiency for rBC (RIErBC = mIErBC/mIENO3

) was
0.2±0.05 (1σ uncertainty), as experimentally determined before removal of the tungsten
vaporizer. Assuming that RIErBC is constant, IENO3

was calculated based on measured
values of mIErBC and known RIErBC. The average mIErBC was 189±20 ions/pg (for four
independent calibrations throughout the study). Calculated IENO3

was then used with
recommended relative ionization efficiencies (RIE) to quantify other, non-refractory, aerosol
species associated with rBC (referred to as NR-PMrBC) (Jimenez et al., 2003).

Uncertainty in rBC mass measurement (i.e., mIErBC), associated with the accuracy of
selecting a known mass of Regal Black for calibration and counting the total number of
particles, is ±20%. Uncertainty in mIENR−PM (RIENR−PM), based on mIErBC, is ±50%.
Previous measurements of laboratory generated particles and ambient aerosol has suggested
that RIENR−PM could be overestimated by up to a factor of two, resulting in an approx-
imately 50% overestimation in NR-PM mass for hydrocarbon-like organic aerosol (HOA)
species (Lee et al., 2015; Willis et al., 2014). This overestimation in NR-PM and resulting
underestimation in the mass fraction of rBC (mfBC) could arise due to (1) an increased
sensitivity to NR-PM evaporating from rBC in the laser vaporiser and/or (2) incomplete
vaporisation of rBC-containing particles in the edges of the laser vaporiser such that NR-
PM is overestimated relative to rBC. A report of incomplete vaporisation for diesel en-
gine exhaust was presented at the 16th AMS Users’ Meeting (http://cires1.colorado.edu/
jimenezgroup/UsrMtgs/UsersMtg16/JDASPAMSfocusing.pdf), demonstrating that the ef-
fective beam width for organic species and rBC in these fractal particles can be substantially
different. Both of these uncertainties in quantification of NR-PM on rBC could lead to un-
derestimation of mfBC such that values reported here should be regarded as a lower limit.
Figure 3a and c of the main text shows histograms of mfBC for the “standard” RIENR−PM
(i.e., 1.4, shown as solid bars) and calculated by decreasing HOA mass by 50% (dashed
lines). For the roadside study, these assumptions increase average mfBC in rBC-rich parti-
cles from 0.86 to 0.92, and from 0.02 to 0.03 in HOA-rich particles. Further uncertainties in
absolute rBC mass measurement and mfBC arise from the attribution of “refractory CO +

x ”
species (i.e., CO +

2 and CO+ as rBC or organic species)(Corbin et al., 2014). In addition,
the signal for CO+ is conventionally estimated as equal to CO +

2 in AMS measurements
based on laboratory measurements of oxygenated organic fragmentation patterns. However,
we may underestimate the CO+:C +

3 ratio since this assumption may not be accurate for
SP-AMS measurements if CO +

x signals arise from oxygenated moieties on the black carbon
surface. Attribution of CO +

x signals has minimal impact on our results, as shown in Figure
3b and d of the main text, where the fraction of total BC (HOA) from BC-rich (HOA-rich)
particles is shown assuming CO +

x species are either exclusively organic (solid bars) or rBC
(dashed purple lines). CO +

x signals are conventionally removed from single particle data,
due to air interferences in the unit mass resolution spectra, so a similar calculation was not
possible in Figure 3a and c of the main text. Further characterization SP-AMS rBC and
NR-PM quantification is required to reduce these uncertainties.

Collection efficiency (CE) for rBC-containing particles detected in the SP-AMS is de-
termined by the extent of particle beam - laser beam overlap, or the fraction of particles
crossing the IR-laser beam (Willis et al., 2014). CE for rBC-containing particles was de-
termined in the roadside study using beam width probe measurements described in Willis
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et al. (2014). Ambient rBC-containing particles had an average beam width σ = 0.46±0.03
mm, which is close to, but wider than that of 300 nm Regal Black particles (σ = 0.40±0.08)
used for calibration (Willis et al., 2014). Ideal absolute quantification of rBC would involve
a time dependent CE either from more highly time resolved measurements of particle beam
width, or from comparison with rBC coating thickness derived from a single particle soot
photometer (SP2), neither of which were available here. Previous work has suggested that
the collection effiency for rBC and associated coating species is similar (i.e., the same CE
can be applied) (Willis et al., 2014). However, other recent work noted above has suggested
that the effective beam width for rBC and NR-PM can differ substantially. In this work,
a constant collection efficiency of 0.6 was applied for absolute quantification of rBC and
associated species. SP-AMS rBC mass loadings (both denuded and ambient) correlated well
(R2 >0.90) with absorption measurements (781 nm) from a co-located photoacoustic soot
spectrometer (PASS-3, Droplet Measurement Techniques, Boulder, CO) (Healy et al., 2015),
suggesting that the CE did not vary dramatically during the roadside study. Note that the
CE applied will not impact calculations of mfrBC.
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S2 Positive matrix factorization (PMF) of ensemble measurements - Roadside

study

Positive matrix factorization (PMF) was performed on the one-minute time resolution SP-
AMS ensemble data to determine the sources of rBC and organic aerosol sampled in the
roadside study. The bilinear model was solved using the PMF2 algorithm developed by
P. Paatero (Paatero and Tapper, 1994; Paatero, 2007), in robust mode, and a four-factor
solution was selected using an Igor Pro (v. 6.36, WaveMetrics, Inc.) based evaluation
tool (v.2.04) according to the method described by Ulbrich et al. (2009) and Zhang et al.
(2011). Time series and mass spectra of the four PMF factors are presented in Figure 5 of
the main text and S1. A four-factor solution was selected as appropriate for this data set
based on examination of the PMF quality of fit parameter (Q/Qexpected) as a function of the
number of PMF factors (Figure S2), and by examining the solutions for up to eight PMF
factors. The two, three and five-factor solutions are shown in Figure S3, S4 and S5. Two
factors allowed the separation of local/fresh emissions from more aged/transported aerosol.
Three factors allowed the separation of biomass burning organic aerosol (BBOA) from a
background oxygenated organic aerosol (OOA). Increasing the number of factors from three
to four allowed for the separation of HOA-rich and rBC-rich factors, the physical meaning of
which is supported by the observation of HOA-rich and rBC-rich particle classes from single
particle measurements. Moving beyond four factors, splitting and/or mixing of BBOA and
OOA factors became evident, so solutions with more than four factors were not considered.

Figure S1: Ensemble data: Mass spectra of the four-factor PMF solution. The four factors
represent (a) background oxygenated organic aerosol (OOA), (b) biomass burning organic
aerosol (BBOA), (c) rBC-rich particles, and (d) hydrocarbon-like organic aerosol (HOA)
rich particles.
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Figure S2: The PMF quality of fit parameter (Q/Qexpected) as a function of the number of
factors.

Figure S3: Time series and mass spectra corresponding to the two - factor PMF solution.
rBC and organic mass loadings are represented here as nitrate equivalent mass.

Figure S4: Time series and mass spectra corresponding to the three - factor PMF solution.
rBC and organic mass loadings are represented here as nitrate equivalent mass.
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Figure S5: Time series and mass spectra corresponding to the five - factor PMF solution.
rBC and organic mass loadings are represented here as nitrate equivalent mass.
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S3 Determination of PartMC-MOSAIC model input parameters

S3.1 Step 1: Determine the mass-based ensemble size distributions of rBC and

HOA from fresh traffic emissions

Figure S6 shows the size distributions of rBC and organic excluding periods with a strong
influence from biomass burning. The size distributions were fitted with three log-normal
distributions with maximum Dva at 96.0 (peak 1), 173.4 (peak 2) and 390.8 nm (peak 3)
for both rBC and organics using the multi-peak fitting package in IGOR Pro version 6.36
(WaveMetrics, Inc.). Assuming peak 3 for both rBC and organics represents aged particles
in the accumulation mode, Peaks 1 and 2 are used to represent the size distributions of the
rBC and HOA originating from fresh traffic emissions.

Figure S6: Size distributions of rBC (top) and organic (bottom) excluding the strong biomass
burning event (red lines). The dashed lines represent the peak fitting results.

S3.2 Step 2: Determine the mass-based ensemble size distributions of rBC in
rBC-rich and HOA-rich particle types

According to Figure 3d in the main text, rBC-rich and HOA-rich particle types accounted
for approximately 93% and 7% of the total rBC mass, respectively. The contribution of rBC-
rich and HOA-rich particle types to the total rBC mass in peak 1 and 2 can be calculated
using Eq. 1 and 2, respectively. The calculation results are shown in Figure S7.

rBC(Peaki,rBC−rich) = rBC(Peaki,total) · 0.93 (1)

rBC(Peaki,HOA−rich) = rBC(Peaki,total) · 0.07 (2)
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where i is the peak number from step 1 (i.e. Dva at 96.0 nm = peak 1 and 173.4 nm = peak
2).

Figure S7: Size distributions of rBC in rBC-rich (top) and HOA-rich (bottom) particle
types. The accumulation mode particles (i.e. peak 3 identified in step 1) are excluded in
the calculation.

S3.3 Step 3: Determine the mass-based ensemble size distributions of HOA in
rBC-rich and HOA-rich particle types

According to Figure 3c in the main text, rBC accounted for about 86% of total mass in the
rBC-rich particles. The mass of HOA materials in rBC-rich and HOA-rich particle types in
peak 1 and 2 can be calculated using Eq. 3 and 4, respectively. The calculation results are
shown in Figure S8.

HOA(Peaki,rBC−rich) =
rBC(Peaki,rBC−rich)

0.86
· 0.14 (3)

HOA(Peaki,HOA−rich) = HOA(Peaki,total) − HOA(Peaki,rBC−rich) (4)

where i is the peak number from step 1 (i.e. Dva at 96.0 nm = peak 1 and 173.4 nm = peak
2)

S3.4 Step 4: Determine the mass-based ensemble size distributions of rBC-rich

and HOA-rich particle types

The total size distributions of rBC-rich and HOA-rich particle classes can be calculated
using Eq. 5 and 6 (i.e. summation of the rBC and HOA mass in each particle type). The
calculation results are shown in Figure S9.
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Figure S8: Size distributions of HOA in rBC-rich (top) and HOA-rich (bottom) particle
types. The accumulation mode particles (i.e. peak 3 identified in step 1) are excluded in
the calculation.

Total(Peaki,rBC−rich) = rBC(Peaki,rBC−rich) + HOA(Peaki,rBC−rich) (5)

Total(Peaki,HOA−rich) = rBC(Peaki,HOA−rich) + HOA(Peaki,HOA−rich) (6)

where i is the peak number from step 1 (i.e. Dva at 96.0 nm = peak 1 and 173.4 nm = peak
2)

S3.5 Step 5: Calculate the number-based size distribution parameters as model

inputs

The mass-based geometric diameter and geometric standard deviation of each peak for both
rBC-rich and HOA-rich particle types are calculated based on the lognormal fitting param-
eters obtained from Steps 2 to 4 using IGOR Pro. After that, the mass-based geometric
diameter can be transformed to the number-based geometric diameter using Eq. 7 (Seinfeld
and Pandis, 2006). Note that the geometric standard deviations of mass- and number-based
distributions are the same. The calculation results are shown in Table S1.

lndpgM = lndpgN + 3ln2σg (7)

where dpgM = particle mass − based geometric diameter
dpgN = particle number − based geometric diameter
σg = geometric standard deviation
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Figure S9: Size distributions of rBC-rich (top) and HOA-rich (bottom) particle types. The
accumulation mode particles (i.e. peak 3 identified in step 1) are excluded in the calculation.

The mass-based (or volume-based) peak area obtained from lognormal fittings can be
transformed to the number-based parameters using the following approach. The calculation
results are shown in Table S1. The derived parameters can be used to constrain the ratio
of rBC-rich and HOA-rich particle emission rates in the model stimulation.

The total volume (V) of a size distribution is:

V =

∫ ∞
0

nv(dp)d(dp) =

∫ ∞
0

π

6
d3pn(dp)d(dp) (8)

where dp is the particle diameter. Generally, the k-th moment (Mk) of a distribution is:

Mk =

∫ ∞
0

dkpn(dp)d(dp) (9)

The total volume is proportional to the third moment of the distribution. Combining Eq.8
and Eq. 9 and assuming spherical particles:

V =
π

6
M3 (10)

For a log-normal distribution, the integral for the k-th moment can be evaluated analytically:

Mk =

∫ ∞
−∞

dkpn · (lndp)d(lndp) = Ndkpg · e
k2

2
lnσg

(11)

The third moment of a mode is proportional to particle volume (or mass), and the particle
number-based parameters (N) can be determined using Eq. 11 if dpg and σg (geometric
diameter and standard deviation of the particle number distribution) are available.
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Table S1: Aerosol initial conditions and emissions for the measurement-constrained case.
The symbol N denotes the total number concentration of the initial aerosol population in
each log-normal mode, E is the flux of emitted particles, which is constant with time for the
first 12 h of simulations and then stops, mfBC and mfHOA are the average values of BC and
primary organic carbon mass fraction of the particles, and σBC and σHOA are the standard
deviations around that mean

Quantity

rBC-rich
particles
(Peak 1,

BC1)

rBC-rich
particles
(Peak 2,

BC2)

HOA-rich
particles
(Peak 1,
HOA1)

HOA-rich
particles
(Peak 2,
HOA2)

mfBC 0.86 0.86 0.03 0.03
mfHOA 0.14 0.14 0.97 0.97
σBC 0.14 0.14 0 0
σHOA 0.14 0.14 0 0

dpgM (nm) 101.0 202.4 101.0 202.4
σ∗g 1.25 1.48 1.25 1.48

dpgN (nm)∗ 86.7 128.6 86.7 128.6
Particle

mass-based peak
area from

log-normal fitting

68.78 77.64 28.22 105.76

Particle
number-based

parameters (N)
from Eq.11

1.97 × 1011 4.35 × 1010 7.45 × 1010 5.38 × 1010

N (m−3)∗ 1.97 × 109 4.35 × 108 7.45 × 108 5.38 × 108

E (m−2 s−1)∗ 2 × 107 4.42 × 106 7.56 × 106 5.46 × 106

∗Data used as model input
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Table S2: Aerosol initial conditions for the uniform initial mixing state case.

Quantity Mode1 Mode2
dpgN (m) 8.67 1.29

σg 1.25 1.48
N (m−3) 2.72 × 109 9.73 × 108

E (m−2 s−1) 2.76 × 107 9.88 × 106

mfBC 0.44 0.44
mfHOA 0.56 0.56
σBC 0 0
σHOA 0 0

S4 Particle-resolved aerosol box model simulations

Figure S10: Mass concentrations of bulk aerosol species over the 24h simulation period in
both the uniform initial and measurement constrained mixing state cases.
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Figure S11: Modelled CCN spectra over the 24 hour simulation period for the uniform initial
mixing state (dashed lines) and measurement constrained (solid lines) cases.
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